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Abstract

Multiple research works and power systems operational practices have quali-
tatively associated the progressive connection of stochastic renewable energy
resources with the increase of power systems reserve requirements. At the
same time, the price and technology of MW-class Battery Energy Storage
Systems (BESSs) have considerably improved, which opens up the possibil-
ity to make electric distribution networks dispatchable. In this paper, we
investigate the impact on the bulk power system of dispatchable electric
distribution networks that host a large share of stochastic resources. The
essential questions inspiring this research are: (1) Assuming that BESSs are
deployed to achieve dispatchability of distribution grids embedding stochastic
resources, what is the impact on the bulk power system reserve requirement?
(2) Is this large-scale integration of BESSs economically viable compared to
centralized reserve procurement from traditional power plants? To address
these questions, we consider the case of the Danish transmission grid and the
associated fleet of conventional power plants and compare it against locally
dispatched distribution grids. We perform stochastic simulations to quantify
and validate the amount of reserve necessary to operate this power systems
with a desired reliability level. We establish a numerical equivalence between
saved conventional reserve capacity and amount of BESS storage deployed
in distribution networks. Then, we quantify the economic pay-back times
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of BESSs capital expenditure (CAPEX). The results show that: 1) large
scale deployment of BESSs with dispatchable distribution networks is a vi-
able technical solution to address flexibility requirements for the bulk power
system and 2) this solution is economically viable with a pay-back time in
the range of 11-14 years compared to providing flexibilities from conventional
power plants.

Keywords:

Reserve Capacity, Regulating Power, Energy Storage Systems, Distribution
Networks, Power System Reliability

1. Introduction1

Increased reserve and steeper ramping requirements for conventional gen-2

eration are among the most pressing technical concerns related to increasing3

the proportion of electricity production from renewable energy sources in the4

generation mix.5

The conventional approach to counteract these issues refers to the de-6

ployment/use of fast generating units, like gas-fired and hydro power plants,7

see for example [1]. As an alternative to the centralized procurement of reg-8

ulating power, solutions based on exploiting local flexibility have been con-9

sidered in the literature, such as demand-side management and distributed10

storage, like battery energy storage systems (BESSs) and power-to-gas. Es-11

pecially, the use of grid-connected BESSs, traditionally considered for micro-12

grids [2, 3], is gaining interest even in the context of interconnected power13

systems thanks to their decreasing cost, level of technical maturity, reliability14

[4] and fast ramping rate, an important element if considering the reduced15

level of spinning mass and system inertia in future grids.16

Most of the applications for BESS proposed in the literature are tailored17

to accomplish local distribution network objectives, e.g. peak shaving [5],18

congestion management [6], self-consumption [7], energy arbitrage [8], and19

trading in the ancillary services market [9, 10, 11]. The use of storage has20

been also proposed to dispatch the operation of traditionally stochastic gen-21

eration, e.g. wind and PV farms [12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. In general, this approach22

consists in compensating the deviations from a dispatch plan (i.e. computed23

before the operation by leveraging forecasts and a model of the uncertainties)24

by controlling the BESS’s power injection. In [17], this idea was enlarged and25

demonstrated for a set of heterogeneous resources in a medium voltage (MV)26
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network, including both demand and distributed renewable generation. In27

the following, we refer to this paradigm as dispatched-by-design distribution28

systems. The principle underlying this paradigm is that dispatching tradi-29

tionally stochastic power flows inherently reduces the system reserve require-30

ments needed to operate the grid reliably. Compared to designs based on31

explicit re-dispatch of generation, which might require intensive communi-32

cation procedures, it is less complex because the coordination mechanism is33

implicit and given by the commitment of operators to track pre-established34

dispatch plans, which can be communicated at a slower pace.35

The available literature mostly focus on the definition of the algorithms36

for controlling storage with, however, no emphasis nor quantitative analy-37

sis on how coordinated operations of distributed storage can contribute to38

improving performance at the system level. Motivated by the objective of39

understanding the advantages of large-scale integration of storage, we con-40

sider in this work dispatched-by-design distribution systems as the operational41

paradigm implemented by distributed BESSs. From this standpoint, we in-42

vestigate the e↵ect of varying the penetration level of dispatched-by-design43

distribution systems in the bulk grid on the amount of reserve required to44

operate the global electrical grid with a predefined level of reliability. Also,45

based on an existing model for the price of regulating power, we perform an46

economic assessment to quantify the economic pay-back times of BESSs capi-47

tal expenditure (CAPEX). The essential questions inspiring this research are:48

assuming that BESSs are deployed to achieve dispatch-by-design operation49

of distribution systems, what is the impact on total power system reserve50

requirements? Is this integration approach economically viable compared to51

the centralized procurement of reserve from traditional sources?52

To address these questions, we consider as a case study the Danish trans-53

mission grid and the associated fleet of conventional power plants. We per-54

form stochastic simulations to quantify the reserve requirements necessary55

to operate the power systems with the desired reliability level (measured by56

the Expected Load Not Supplied, ELNS, and chosen according to ENTSO-E57

recommendations). More specifically, we study the following two cases:58

• Case I the power reserve is fully provided by conventional power plants;59

• Case II the capacity of conventional power plants to provide reserve60

power is reduced and compensated for by implementing dispatched-by-61
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design distribution systems
1.62

Once the amount of regulating power and required storage capacity are ob-63

tained for each case, we first quantify the amount of regulating power that64

can be saved by a given installed storage capacity. Then we perform an eco-65

nomical comparison of power reserve versus storage. The former evaluated66

by using a cost model adapted from the existing literature, while the latter is67

quantified by referring to recent assessments of electrochemical storage costs.68

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the case69

study and related data set. Simulation methods are described in Section 3.70

Afterwards, the numerical results regarding reliability assessment as well as71

economic evaluation of the above mentioned cases are presented in section72

4. Section 5 discusses the strengths and uncertainties of the findings in73

the context of the existing knowledge. Finally, conclusions are presented in74

section 6.75

2. Case Study and Data Set76

2.1. West Denmark Power System77

The transmission network in Denmark is divided into two separate sys-78

tems, Western and Eastern respectively synchronized with the European79

continental grid and Nordic grid. In this work, we consider the Western80

Danish power system as the case study because of its large wind generation81

(as stochastic generation source) installed capacity and availability of public82

power system and power market data. The Western Danish grid includes 12683

buses at 400 kV and 165 kV which are connected through 147 transmission84

lines and 41 high voltage (HV) transformers. It is connected to Sweden, Nor-85

way and East Denmark (DC connections with total capacity of 2480 MW)86

and Germany (AC connections with total capacity of 1780 MW). In general,87

the internal electricity consumption and production in West Denmark is bal-88

anced. In this work, the case study does not consider the above mentioned89

interconnections for the sake of simplicity. Therefore, hereinafter we refer to90

the case study as lsolated West Denmark (IWD) power system. Fig. 1 shows91

the high voltage transmission grid configuration in the IWD power system.92

In particular, we consider the following 4 kinds of buses:93

1
BESSs are deployed in the distribution grid to dispatch the operation of traditionally

stochastic prosumption power flows. This analysis is carried out considering di↵erent

penetration levels of dispatched-by-design distribution systems, which corresponds to as

many di↵erent values of deployed storage capacity.
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Figure 1: High voltage (HV) grid topology in West Denmark

• generation bus: only generation units are connected to the bus;94

• load bus: only aggregated downstream loads (power consumers) are95

connected to the bus;96

• generation + load (GL) bus: both the generation units and downstream97

loads are connected to the bus;98

• grid connection bus: neither generation units nor downstream loads are99

connected to the bus.100

The information about the grid topology, the technical parameters of the101

transmission lines (i.e., type, impedances, power flow capacity, length and102

nominal voltage of each line), and high voltage transformer data, are from103

[18]. Moreover, the unavailability and failure rates of the main components104

like transmission lines and transformers are obtained from the European105

Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity (ENTSO-E) report106

on Nordic grid disturbance statistics in 2014 [19].107

Two-hundred-twenty-seven power generation units are connected to the108

grid through the GL and generation buses, for an overall generation capacity109

of 7321.3 MW.The detailed technical data of generators including nominal110

apparent power, minimum and maximum active power output, and location111

(bus number) of each generator are available in [18] and used in this study112

to fully replicate the system. The unavailability and the failure rates of the113

generators are determined as a function of the type of each unit according114

to the statistical data available in [20]. The total load (electric energy con-115

sumption), during one hour, distributed among GL and load buses of the116
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Figure 2: Composition of an HV bus: a dispatched-by-design distribution system (left) and a conventional

distribution system (right) are connected to the bus.

system is 2071.9 MWh (in other words, total power demand of the system is117

2071.9 MW).118

2.2. Distribution Networks with Dispatch-by-Design Capability119

Whereas conventional power plants and large-scale renewable energy fa-120

cilities are connected to GL and generation buses, downstream distribution121

grids are interfaced to the high voltage transmission grid through GL and122

load buses. These buses include aggregated loads and stochastic Distributed123

Generations (DGs). In Case II, it is assumed that distribution grids with124

dispatch-by-design capability are aggregated and connected to the GL and125

load buses. Fig. 2 shows the configuration of an HV transmission bus where126

the distributed generation and loads are divided into two parts. The first127

part represents the behavior of aggregated dispatched-by-design distribution128

systems, where the imbalances between the realized power flow and dispatch129

plan are locally compensated by using BESSs. We assumed that this com-130

pensation task is performed in a dispatch-by-design operation scheme as de-131

scribed in [17]. The second part represents aggregated conventional distri-132

bution systems, where power imbalances are compensated for by importing133

reserve from the external HV grid.134

It is worth noting that the control of distribution networks with dispatch-135

by-design capability is not perfect. It might be subject to dispatch-following136

errors due to innacuracies of the tracking control algorithms or failures of any137

component in the system. In this study, the dispatch-following error of dis-138

tribution networks with dispatch-by-design capability is according to actual139

statistics from the experimental configuration described in [17]. Fig. 3 shows140

the empirical probability distribution function of the dispatch-following er-141

ror. It is obtained by considering 16 days of operation, from February 6, 2017142

to February 12, 2017 and from May 1, 2016 to May 9, 2016, at 5 minute res-143

olution using the experimental setup illustrated in [17].144
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Figure 3: Dispatch error in a realistic distribution network with dispatch-by-design capability
2

3. Methods145

We throughly study the two cases below from both economic and technical146

perspectives.147

• Case I the power reserve is fully provided by conventional power plants;148

• Case II the capacity of conventional power plants to provide reserve149

power is reduced and compensated for by implementing dispatched-by-150

design distribution systems.151

In order to analyze these two cases, we developed three main methods.152

First, we developed a power system reliability assessment method to quantify153

the reliability index (e.g., ELNS) as a function of uncertain parametrs (e.g.,154

deviation of net power injection at each bus from its forecast), and reserve155

capacity and regulating power provison from conventional power plants.156

Second, we applied Sequential Monte Carlo Simulation to quantify the157

energy capacity of ESSs required for covering power mismatches in a distri-158

bution network with Dispatch-by-design capability.159

Third, we developed an econometric model to estimate the cost of regu-160

lating power from market historical data of Denmark.161

3.1. Power System Reliability Assessment Method162

This section describes a statistical method which aims to numerically163

evaluate the risks associated with the operation of power system under un-164

certainties. Statistical methods based on Monte Carlo Simulation are pro-165

posed in the literature to study the risk of blackout in power systems [21, 22]166

2
EPFL dispatchable feeder project, data available in: http://nanotera-stg2.epfl.

ch/
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and the impact of reserve capacity provision from conventional power plants167

[23]. Here in this study, our power system reliability assessment method is168

composed by three main parts, namely, scenario generation, system response169

simulation, and reliability index computation. In comparison with the above170

mentioned references, the method here is enriched by considering a) the un-171

certainties coming from uncontrollable stochastic distributed generations as172

continuous uncertain parameters and b) the uncertainties associated to the173

dispatch error in power injections from distribution networks with dispatch-174

by-design capability (e.g., see Fig. 3).175

3.1.1. Scenario Generation176

Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) is applied to provide scenarios that repre-177

sent uncertain parameters of the system. Two types of uncertain parameters,178

namely, binary and continuous parameters are considered in this section.179

First, the availability states of generation (i.e., centralized conventional
power plants) and transmission (i.e., overhead lines, cables, and transform-
ers) components is modeled based on two-states 0 (unavailable), 1 (available)
Markov chain model. Dagger sampling technique is used. For each compo-
nent i with unavailability probability pi, a single 0 state is randomly selected
within each b1/pic trials. The unavailability probability pi is computed as
(1).

pi =
MTTRi

MTTRi + 1/�i
(1)

where MTTRi is the so-called Mean Time To Repair and �i is failure rate of
component i. For scenario (trial) s, the generated power from conventional
power plant g is as (2).

G
s
g = G

0

g.A
s
g 8g 2 G (2)

where G
0

g is the scheduled output power and A
s
g is its availability state for180

scenario s. G is set of all generators (conventional power plants).181

Second, the deviation of net power injection at each load bus and GL bus182

(b 2 B) of the system from its forecast (scheduled) value is considered as a183

continuous uncertain parameter. The net power injection at bus b (i.e., Nb)184

is composed by three components, namely, uncontrollable loads, uncontrol-185

lable distributed generations and controllable distribution networks under186
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”Dispatch-by-design” scheme. For each scenario (trial) s, the net power in-187

jection at bus b is computed using set of equations (3).188

N
s
b = DG

s
b � L

s
b +DF

s
b 8b 2 B (3a)

189

DG
s
b = DG

0

b +�DG
s
b 8b 2 B (3b)

190

L
s
b = L

0

b +�L
s
b 8b 2 B (3c)

191

DF
s
b = DF

0

b +�DF
s
b 8b 2 B (3d)

DG
0

b and L
0

b are the forecasted output power of the aggregated uncontrol-192

lable DGs and aggregated uncontrollable loads connected at bus b, respec-193

tively. For scenario s, �DG
s
b and �L

s
b are DG and load forecast errors and194

are sampled from normal distributions.195

DF
s
b is the aggregated power injection schedule (dispatch plan) ofDispatched-196

by-design distribution networks connected at bus b. For scenario s, �DF
s
b197

is the aggregated dispatch plan error which is sampled from an empirical198

probability distribution function. This function assumed to be known and,199

in our simulations, is derived from experimental data as presented in section200

2.2 (see Fig. 3).201

3.1.2. System Response Simulation202

For each scenario s, the transmission component availabilities and the sys-203

tem model coupled with nodal net power injections and conventional power204

plant outputs (i.e., N s
b and G

s
i ) allow to infer the system states and model the205

initial event. In the simulation procedure, after the initial event or after each206

step of cascading outages of transmission lines, there may be a power imbal-207

ance and, consequently, a frequency deviation in the system. It is assumed208

that the frequency deviation spreads uniformly in the system and all the209

generators (g 2 G) respond to this power imbalance according to their droop210

frequency characteristics with repect to their capacity limits (see Figure 4)211

as formulated in (4).212

�f
s =

�P
s

P
g2G

1

Rg

(4)

where �P
s is the initial imbalance power (�P

s =
P

g2G G
s
g �

P
b2B N

s
b ) and213

Rg is the frequency characteristic droop of generator g.214

The automatic reserve is numerically deployed in a load flow computation215

in which a multiple slack model for all the power plants participating to the216

automatic reserve, is considered. It is noteworthy that, when the frequency217
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deviation in the system (or in each island of the system after cascading out-218

ages and system separation) exceeds or subceeds 5% of the nominal frequency219

(±2.5 Hz in 50 Hz), all the generators trip and the system is assumed to col-220

lapse irrespectively of the automatic load shedding schemes (indeed, these221

schemes are operative for frequency deviations within ±2.5 Hz).222

Whenever the frequency deviation is in the allowed range (i.e., between223

47.5 Hz and 52.5 Hz), but the available capacities of the synchronized gener-224

ating units are unable to satisfy the load, a frequency load shedding scheme225

uniformly disconnects the amount of the load to reach a new power bal-226

ance. After the generation and load balance is restored, a linearized load227

flow (DCLF) is applied to calculate the power flow and the transmission line228

loading.229

The outage of one line could make the neighboring lines overloaded and230

cause cascaded outages. It is assumed that each transmission line has a231

di↵erent flow-dependent probability of incorrect trip (this characteristic is232

modeled as an increasing function of the line flow which is seen by the line233

protective relay). After each step of cascading outage, power generation and234

load balance would be restored mainly through the generators automatic re-235

sponse. These generating units reach their new operating points typically236

in tens of seconds. The model of TSOs response to contingencies (compo-237

nent outages) is considered as a linearized Optimal Power Flow (DC OPF).238

The aim of the DC OPF is the minimization of the lost load through re-239

dispatching the generating units and shedding some loads. This DC OPF240

is performed once after the third step of cascading outages. The DC OPF241

is accomplished using simplex algorithm of Linear Programming (LP). In242

each step of transmission lines outage, if the system is divided into multi-243

ple islands, the simulation would be separately performed for each island.244

It is assumed that each island continues its operation under this condition245

considering its own constraints.246

Figure 4 shows the flowchart system response simulation process for a247

given scenario s.248

3.1.3. Reliability Index Computation249

After simulating each scenario, the obtained amount of lost loads is uti-
lized to evaluate the reliability of the system. In this respect, at the end
of the MCS trials, the Expected Load Not Supplied (ELNS) is estimated as

10
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Figure 4: Flowchart and models of the system response simulation for a given scenario s.

follows:

ELNS =
1

s

X

s

P
(s)
c (5)

where P
(s)
c is the lost load in s-th trial of the MCS. A confidence interval

is derived from the sample variance of this estimator, which we take equal

to Var[ELNS] = 1

s�1

P
s

⇣
P

(s)
c � ELNS

⌘2

, and the coe�cient of variation,

defined by

cv =

p
Var[ELNS]

ELNS
(6)

When the MCS is employed to estimate an expected or a mean value,250

cv can be used as the stopping criteria to determine a su�cient value of the251

number of Monte Carlo replicates [21]. In this study the stopping criteria is252

cv = 0.05, which corresponds to 10% relative accuracy with 95% confidence.253

254

3.2. Storage Capacity Estimation255

Sequential Monte Carlo Simulation is applied to find the capacity of re-256

quired Energy Storage System (ESS) in a distribution network with dispatch-257

by-design capability connected at bus b of the system. In this simulation, each258

scenario represents annual load and DG (i.e., PV farm) profiles with 1-hour259

time resolution (Lt,s
, DG

t,s 8t 2 {1, 2, .., 8760}), as formulated in (7).260

L
t,s
b = L

t,0
b +�L

t,s
b 8t 2 {1, 2, .., 8760} (7a)
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normalized PV profile injections (Hourly PV generation per PV power capacity)

261

DG
t,s
b = DG

t,0
b +�DG

t,s
b 8t 2 {1, 2, .., 8760} (7b)

where Lt,0
b and DG

t,0
b are typical annual load and DG forecasted profiles as262

depicted in Figure 5. For each scenario s, �L
t,s
b and �DG

t,s
b are load and DG263

forecast errors sampled from normal distributions N (0, �Lb
) and N (0, �DGb

),264

respectively.265

In this study, the role of ESS is to cover the net schedule mismatch
regarding the deviation of stochastic DGs’ production and the consumption
of the loads from their forecast. Therefore, at each time step t, the following
equation must be satisfied:

P
t
ESSb

= (DG
t,0 �DG

t,s)� (Lt,0 � L
t,s) (8)

where P
t,s
ESSb

is the aggregated power charge/discharge of energy storage266

systems connected at bus b, at time t, for scenario s.267

The capacity of ESS in terms of energy (EESS) is computed such that268

it covers the above mismatch. It is assumed that the schedule is updated269

each day, therefore, the time horizon for power mismatch recovering is 24270

hours. Hence, the capacity of ESS should be greater than the maximum of271

the absolute value of the mismatch energy (integral of power mismatch) over272

12
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Figure 6: Required storage capacity for dispatch-by-design operation capability in a distribution network

24-hours periods during a year as presented in equation (9).273

E
s
ESSb

= max
d2{1,...,365}

max
t2{24(d�1)+1,...,24d}

�����

tX

⌧=1

P
⌧,s
ESSb

����� (9)

The total energy capacity of ESSs required for implementation of dispatched-274

by-design distribution networks, in the system is (Es
ESS

) is computed as (10)275

276

E
s
ESS

=
X

b

E
s
ESSb

(10)

277

Fig. 6 shows the total capacity of ESSs where the ratio between peak278

stochastic DG production and peak load is changing from 0 to 1, for 10,000279

forecast error samples. Note that the value of �Lb
is selected proportional280

to the peak power demand at bus b, such that the standard deviation of281

total load forecast error (�L) is 0.026. Similarly, the value of �DGb
is selected282

proportional to DG power capacity at bus b, such that the standard deviation283

of total DG forecast error (�DG) is 0.07. These total forecast errors are284

matched with day-ahead forecast errors observed in West Denmark, in 2015285

and 2016. The simulation results show that the average required energy286

capacity of the ESS for covering the power mismatches is equal to 4.49 p.u.,287

with respect to one year hourly load profile (peak power demand = 1 p.u.)288

and DG profile (DG power capacity = 1 p.u.).289

3.3. Regulating Power Price Model290

The model for the cost of regulation is adopted from the existing techni-291

cal literature [24] (the so-called Skytte model). To the best of the Authors292

knowledge, it is the most solid attempt to infer the cost of regulating power293

from market historical data. The analysis was carried out by considering294

the regulating power market of Oslo region, in Norway, and using data from295
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December 1996. Back then, the electricity market was already liberalized,296

even if the participation to the regulating power market was limited to gen-297

eration units from that specific area only. With respect to the nowadays298

market structure (e.g., [25]), where imbalances are shared on a much larger299

geographical scale (provided that enough transmission capacity is available),300

this factor limited the market competition, not allowing to access potentially301

cheaper regulating power sources outside that specific bidding area. Never-302

theless, since market bidding mechanisms are unchanged, we expect the main303

findings of Skytte to still apply to nowadays situation. Thus, we select this304

model to perform an econometric analysis to evaluate if the cost of storage305

deployment for achieving dispatch-by-design operation of distribution net-306

work is economically justifiable compared to the conventional procurement307

of regulating power. Let ⇡P

t be the market spot-price, St the amount of elec-308

tricity announced in the day-ahead market and Dt the actual delivery, Skytte309

model states that the price of regulating power per unit of regulating power310

(⇡RP

t ) is311

⇡
RP

t (⇡P

t , St, Dt) = ' · ⇡P

t + 1(St<Dt) · [�⇡P

t + µ(St �Dt) + ⌘]

+1(St>Dt) · [↵⇡P

t + �(St �Dt) + �]
(11)

where 1. is an activation function (one when the argument is true), and312

',�, µ, ⌘,↵, �, and � are model coe�cients to determine by fitting the model.313

The market data of West Denmark in 2015 and 2016, with one hour time314

resolution, is used to fit the model and eventually find the model coe�-315

cients. As a result of the fitting process, the values of the coe�cients in316

the updated model are as follows: ' = 0.712 e/MWh, � = 0.212e/MWh,317

µ = �0.0067e/MWh, ⌘ = 0.197e, ↵ = 0.197 e/MWh, � = �0.008e/MWh,318

and � = 0.635. The coe�cient of determination (R-squared) of the updated319

model is 0.81 which is in line with the range of latest regulating power price320

fitting models proposed for di↵erent areas of Nordic power market (0.61-0.83)321

in the literature [26]. Finally, it is worth noting from equation (11) that the322

total cost of regulation is given by the product between ⇡
RP

t and the amount323

of regulating power (St �Dt), thus the cost of provision of regulating power324

is in general quadratic with respect to the regulating power requirement.325

4. Results326

4.1. Reliability Assessment327

In this section, the power system reliability assessment simulator is used328

to assess the reliability of the Isolated West Denmark power system in a base329
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case regarding limited reserve capacity. Then, we quantitatively discuss how330

Case I and Case II improves the reliability of the system.331

4.1.1. Base Case332

First, we investigate the base case adopted from the Danish transmission333

system data set [18] in which the stochastic DG penetration is set to 50%334

(this value corresponds to the wind penetration in terms of energy produc-335

tion in West Denmark in 2016) and all the power is delivered to the end336

consumers through conventional (i.e., non-dispatchable) distribution grids.337

The stochastic DGs are distributed in all the 126 buses of the system where338

the capacity of stochastic DG per bus is randomly obtained from a uniform339

distribution. Afterwards, the stochastic DG capacities are modified propor-340

tional to the power demand of each bus such that the total stochastic DG341

capacity in the system per total power demand of the system is equal to342

50% (i.e., in terms of energy, the total scheduled stochastic DG production343

is 1035.95 MWh). This scenario is referred to as base case in the following.344

The deviation of the real-time DG production from its forecasted value at345

each bus is sampled from a normal distribution such that the standard devi-346

ation of the total DG production forecast error is 72.52 MWh (i.e., 7% of the347

total DG production forecast). This forecast error is calculated based on the348

day-ahead forecasts and real-time wind power production in West Denmark349

from 2015 to 2016.350

The initial set points of the generation units and loads are obtained from351

Danish TSO data[18]. The total load of the system, in terms of electric352

energy consumption during one hour, is 2071.9 MWh. The load forecast353

error at each bus is sampled from normal distributions, where the standard354

deviation of the total load forecast error is 53.87 MWh (i.e., 2.6% of the total355

load of the system).356

It is assumed that the total reserve capacity is equal to 10% of the to-357

tal power demand of the system (i.e., 207.19 MW). The reserve capacity358

is distributed among the conventional power plants proportionally to their359

available free capacity. The reserve capacity provided by the conventional360

power plants is divided into two types, i.e. automatic and manual reserves361

according to the reserve activation mechanism of the units. Quantitatively,362

it is assumed that the total amount of the reserve capacity (R) is divided363

into automatic reserves (RA = 0.3R) and manual reserves (RM = 0.7R). The364

proportion between the automatic and manual reserve is not arbitrary and365

has been selected to be in line with West Denmark reserve provision data in366
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Figure 7: Base case simulation results

2015 and 2016.367

Fig. 7a shows the results of the power system reliability assessment sim-368

ulator in terms of cumulative probability of Load-Not-Supplied (LNS), for369

20000 scenarios. It is assumed the total reserve capacity is equal to 10% of370

the total power demand of the system (i.e., 207.19 MW). Each scenario repre-371

sents the realization of the uncertain parameters of the system including DG372

and load forecast error at each bus, availability of the transmission lines and373

transformers, and availability of generation units. In this case, the value of374

ELNS is 39.69 MWh (i.e., 0.014 of the total load, one hour energy consump-375

tion, of the system). At each scenario, part of the provided reserve capacity376

is activated to cover the imbalances caused by DG and load forecast errors as377

well as generation and transmission component outages. The amount of acti-378

vated reserve (in terms of energy) in both upward and downward directions,379

is also known as regulating power. Fig. 7b shows the statistical distribution380

of regulating power in the base case simulation. The values of Expected Reg-381

ulating Power (ERP), for upward and downward regulation are, 79.24 MWh382

and 53.48 MWh, respectively.383

To validate the above power system reliability results, the value of ELNS384

for di↵erent levels of reserve capacity are calculated independently based on385

real measurement at 1 hour resolution of the net surplus/deficit power im-386

balances data for the Isolated West Denmark power system, obtained from387

[27].To calculate the value of ELNS, it is assumed that, at each hour, any388

imbalance larger than the provided reserve leads to a load curtailment equal389

to the di↵erence between the power imbalance and provided reserve. A com-390

parison between the calculated ELNS based on measured imbalance data, for391

di↵erent level of reserve capacity, with the ELNS obtained from the results of392

our simulator is presented in Fig. 8. As it can be seen, simulated results agree393
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Figure 8: Validation of the results of the proposed simulator

well with the ELNS computed based on empirical distributions of measured394

power imbalances in 2015 and 2016. This validates the accuracy of the de-395

veloped simulator and supports the realism of the conclusions obtained with396

respect to the case of deploying dispatched-by-design distribution networks.397

In the base case, where the reserve capacity is 10% of the total power398

demand of the system, the ELNS per total load is 0.014 and far above the399

ENTSO-E recommendation (0.001-0.002). The main reason for this large risk400

value is that the generation relies on a considerable proportion of stochas-401

tic production, which is uncertain and non-dispatchable. Note that in the402

considered base case, the interconnections between West Denmark and the403

neighbouring area (e.g., Germany) are not available to cover power system404

imbalances. Next, we investigate the proposed cases for enhancing the relia-405

bility level of the system.406

4.1.2. Case I407

In this section, the power system reliability assessment simulator is used408

to quantify the impact of reserve provision from conventional power plants.409

Fig. 9a shows how the ELNS reliability index decreases by increasing the410

amount of reserve capacity provided from conventional power plants. In411

particular, as denoted by the black marks in Fig. 9a, the TSO requires to412

provide reserve capacities up to 28.5% and 34.5% of the total power demand413

of the system in order to satisfy the 0.001 and 0.002 ELNS target values,414

respectively. These percentages correspond to 373.3 MW and 494.4 MW of415

extra reserve capacity compared to the base case (10% reserve capacity).416

It is worth mentioning that, as showed by Fig. 9b, increasing the amount417

of reserve capacity provision does not lead to decrease the amount of required418

regulating power for covering imbalances. The amount of regulating power419

provides a notion of the aggregated impact of the size of power imbalances420

in the system. This can be explained by the fact that increasing the amount421
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Figure 9: Case I; Simulation results

of reserve capacity does not reduce the size of injected power imbalances,422

instead it provides a countermeasure to cover those imbalances.423

4.1.3. Case II424

In Case II, the reserve provision capacity from conventional power plants425

is 10% of the total power demand of the system. This case is investigated426

under two schemes. In the first, when a distribution network is enhanced427

by emerging dispatch-by-design operation capability, it is assumed that all428

stochastic DG connected to the distribution network is under the dispatch-429

by-design regime, in other words imbalances are covered locally by exploiting430

storage flexibility. In the second scheme, only 50% of stochastic DG nominal431

capacity is under control. Note that the required BESS capacity in a dis-432

tribution network with the dispatch-by-design capability is a function of the433

under-controlled stochastic DG capacity as discussed in section 3.2.434

Fig. 10 shows how the ELNS reliability index decreases by increasing the435

penetration of distribution networks with dispatch-by-design capability. As436

shown in Fig. 10a (i.e., for the case of full DG control), the desired ELNS per437

total load levels (i.e., 0.001 and 0.002) can be achieved when 44% and 36%438

of the downstream distribution networks (in terms of capacity) implement439

dispatch-by-design operation capability for controlling downstream DG and440

load uncertainties.441

As mentioned in section 3.2, an energy storage capacity of 4.49 times442

the hourly peak load (in MWh) is required to ensure the full DG con-443

trol scheme.Therefore, 44% and 36% dispatched-by-design distribution system444

penetration levels correspond to the installation of 409 MWh and 3348 MWh445

BESSs within the distribution networks, respectively.446

In the half DG control scheme (see Fig. 10c), the desired ELNS per total447

load levels (i.e., 0.001 and 0.002) can be achieved when 66% and 55% of448
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Figure 10: Case II; Simulation results

the downstream distribution networks (in terms of capacity) have dispatch-449

by-design capability for controlling downstream DG and load uncertainties.450

In this scheme, energy storage systems with a total capacity of 3.21 times451

the peak hourly load of the distribution network are required (see Fig. 6).452

Therefore, 66% and 55% dispatched-by-design distribution system penetration453

levels correspond to the deployment of 4387 MWh and 3656 MWh total BESS454

capacity in the system, respectively.455

It is worth noting that, in Case II, the amount of reserve capacity pro-456

vided by conventional power plant is constant (10% of total power demand457

of the system). However, the amount of activated energy from those reserve458

capacities decreases by increasing the penetration of distribution networks459

with dispatch-by-design capability. This is thanks to dispatching stochastic460

flows by properly operating the BESSs.461

By comparing the two schemes, we can conclude that the amount of re-462

quired BESS capacity necessary to achieve the desired reliability level in463

the system depends on the total stochastic DG capacity which is controlled464

in the distribution networks with dispatch-by-design capability. This can be465

achieved either through higher penetration of half control scheme distribution466
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Figure 11: Impacts of energy storage systems on reserve capacity and regulating power requirements

networks or though lower penetration of full DG control scheme distribution467

networks. Numerical results show that the required BESS capacity in the full468

DG control scheme is lower than the half DG control scheme. However, this469

intuitive result finds, thanks to the proposed method in this paper, a quan-470

titative reply. In particular, we can compute the amount of required BESSs471

capacity to achieve a desired level of ELNS as a function of the controlled472

stochastic DG capacity.473

Finally, we quantify the impact of installed BESS capacity on system re-474

serve requirements. For this purpose, Fig. 11a shows the equivalent reserve475

capacity provided by conventional power plants that could be replaced by476

dispatching distribution network as a function of the total capacity of energy477

storage systems. Moreover, Fig. 11b shows the average hourly reduction in re-478

quired upward/downward regulating power by installing dispatched-by-design479

distribution systems as a function of the total capacity of energy storage sys-480

tems.481

4.2. Economic Evaluation482

In this section, we evaluate the economic costs of implementing Case I and483

II. In general, the cost of each solution depends on the structure of the power484

system and local regulations and varies from country to country. Here, we485

refer to the Nordic power systems structure, where the TSO of each country486

is responsible for the secure operation of its own system.487

In Case I, the TSO buys reserve capacity and regulating power from the488

market to meet the required reliability level. The total annual operational489

cost is given by buying reserve capacities and regulating power from the490

market. It is assumed that generation companies are able to o↵er required491

capacities in the market. This annual cost has two components, namely, the492

cost of buying reserve capacities (manual and automatic reserve capacities)493
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Table 1: Annual costs associated with the implementation of case I

Year
ELNS per
total load

Reserve
capacity
cost (Me)

Regulating
power cost
(Me)

Total
cost
(Me)

Manual Auto Upward Downward

2015
0.001 1.51 39.48 13.29 -10.20 44.09
0.002 1.25 32.62 12.98 -9.74 37.11

2016
0.001 3.03 45.43 15.64 -11.84 52.26
0.002 2.50 37.52 15.28 -11.31 44.00

and the cost of activating reserve capacities (upward and downward regulat-494

ing power). The cost of buying reserve capacities are computed based on the495

average reserve capacity prices in West Denmark in 2015 and 2016.496

The annual cost for Case I is shown in Table 1. Note that the amount of497

demand for the regulating power is obtained from the simulation of Case I498

depicted in Fig. 9. Afterwards, the annual cost of the upward and downward499

regulating power is calculated using the developed cost estimation model500

with respect to the West Denmark spot market hourly prices in 2015 and501

2016.502

Implementing Case II requires the installation of BESSs to implement the503

dispatched-by-design scheme for distribution systems. Here, for the sake of504

a fair comparison, we assume that BESS investment costs are covered by the505

TSO pays, who will benefit from the reduction in the required reserve and506

regulating power. The price per kWh of BESSs is adapted from [28]. Apart507

from the investment cost, the TSO has to buy required reserve capacities (i.e.,508

10% of total power demand) as well as regulating power from the market.509

Tables 2 and 3 summarize the annual cost of the TSO for Case II regarding510

the full and half DG control schemes, respectively.511

As we can see in Tables 2 and 3, at each year, the cost of reserve capacity512

provision (manual and automatic reserves) is constant. However, the higher513

the penetration of distribution networks with dispatch-by-design capability514

(which correspond to lower ELNS criteria), the lower the cost of activating515

these reserves (upward and downward regulating power).516

To compare case I and case II from the economic perspective, the yearly517
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Table 2: Annual costs associated with the implementation of case II; Full DG control

Year
ELNS per
total load

Reserve
capacity
cost (Me)

Regulating
power cost
(Me)

Total
cost
(Me)

Manual Auto Upward Downward

2015
0.001 0.44 11.44 5.5 -2.94 14.44
0.002 0.44 11.44 6.72 -3.72 14.89

2016
0.001 0.88 13.17 6.41 -3.42 17.03
0.002 0.88 13.17 7.85 -4.33 17.65

Table 3: Annual costs associated with the implementation of case II; Half DG control

Year
ELNS per
total load

Reserve
capacity
cost (Me)

Regulating
power cost
(Me)

Total
cost
(Me)

Manual Auto Upward Downward

2015
0.001 0.44 11.44 5.95 -2.86 14.97
0.002 0.44 11.44 7.02 -3.57 15.33

2016
0.001 0.88 13.17 6.94 -3.34 17.65
0.002 0.88 13.17 8.20 -4.16 18.08
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Figure 12: Econmic evaluation regarding di↵erent levels of desired reliability index

cumulative cost (CC) is:518

CC(Y ) = IC +
Y�1X

y=0

AOC(y), (12)

where IC is the investment cost at the beginning year 0, and AOC(y) is519

the annual operational costs in year y. In other words, the cumulative cost520

(CC(y)), is the investment cost plus sum of all the annual operational costs521

from the beginning until end of year y.522

Figs. 12a and 12b presents the yearly cumulative costs for two desired523

reliability levels (i.e., ELNS per total load = 0.001 and ELNS per total load524

= 0.002). Here, the year 0 corresponds to 2016. The annual costs for years525

after 2016 are calculated based on the projection of the annual costs of 2015526

and 2016. The cost of energy storage systems is 280 e/kWh if considering527

the log fit of market leaders cost estimates in 2015 [28]. We can see in this528

figure that the cumulative costs associated with Case II (both DG control529

schemes), is mainly dominated by the initial investment cost. Therefore, in530

the earlier years, the cumulative cost of Case I is much lower than the cost531

of Case II. However, the annual operational cost of Case II is much lower.532

Hence, as we can see in Figs. 12a and 12b, the total cumulative cost of Case533
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II becomes lower than of Case I after 11 years (when the target ELNS per534

total load is 0.001) and 12 years (ELNS per total load equal to 0.002). It is535

noteworthy that, from an economic perspective, 11 and 12 years break-even536

points are smaller than the lifetime of current battery technologies, which is537

in the range of 20 years. Finally, a sensitivity analysis is provided to quantify538

the pay-back time (i.e., break-even points compare to case I) of investment539

costs associated with Case II, as a function of the unitary cost of BESS540

capacity. The results, as presented in Figs. 12c and 12d, show that the pay541

back time of case II (both full and half DG control schemes) is lower than542

20 years life time of BESSs for unitary cost of BESS up to 700 e/kWh.543

5. Discussion on the Strengths and Uncertainties of the Findings544

In this study we assessed the global impact of distributed energy storage545

on the bulk power grid. In particular, we have quantified the technical and546

economic benefits of using energy storage to dispatch the operation of tradi-547

tionally stochastic power flows of electrical distribution systems and reduce548

the need for grid reserve of the bulk power system. As this research provides549

quantitative and actionable results on the potential of storage deployment,550

it is important to analyze the factors which might impact on the proposed551

results and conclusions.552

First, short-term forecast techniques are advancing in the recent years,553

thanks to the progress in the methods and, especially, increasing availability554

of information from metering systems deployed in MV and LV systems. The555

impact of forecast error (for both uncontrollable loads and stochastic DGs)556

on numerical results must be carefully considered. On one hand, low forecast557

error decreases the needs for regulating power in case I. On the other hand, in558

case II, it also decreases energy storage capacity required for implementation559

of Dispatched-by-design distribution systems. Overall, advances in forecasting560

would play in favor of both approaches.561

Second, economic comparison results might change as the price of energy562

and regulating power will change in coming years. Moreover, in this study,563

it is assumed that the current regulating power market structure remains564

during the life time of energy storage systems.565

Third, the cost of installing local energy storage system is considered566

as the main cost of implementing Dispatched-by-design distribution systems.567

Hence, any auxiliary cost such as the cost associated with the required control568

and communication infrastructure is neglected.569
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Finally, it worths to mention that in this work, energy storage systems570

were devoted to dispatch the operation of local distribution systems, therefore571

technical and economical results should be considered in this context. Com-572

pared to traditional planning schemes (e.g. unit commitment, optimal power573

flow or market-based approach) where dispatch is enforced considering all the574

power system components in a single problem (i.e., top-down approach), dis-575

patching distribution systems is a bottom-up coordination strategy where576

local flexibility is essentially devoted to compensate for local mismatches.577

This achieve low complexity in terms of communication and especially com-578

putation, leading to problems of tractable size. In the view of this considera-579

tion, indirect capital costs associated to implement the proposed strategy are580

considered marginal, explaining why they are neglected in this study. Never-581

theless, economic costs to achieve standard reliability levels for power system582

operations (e.g., redundant infrastructures for control and communication),583

are not considered and might play in favor of Case I, even if, since they are584

capital costs, they are normally amortized over time if operation costs are585

lower.586

6. Conclusions587

In this paper, we investigated the e↵ect of dispatched-by-design power588

distribution systems on the amount of reserve required to operate the bulk589

grid with a certain level of reliability. We considered as a case study the Dan-590

ish transmission grid and the associated fleet of conventional power plants.591

The two following cases were considered:592

• Case I the power reserve capacity is fully provided by conventional593

power plants;594

• Case II reduced capacity of conventional power plants to provide reserve595

power that is compensated for by implementing dispatched-by-design596

distribution networks.597

In this respect, we have first analyzed the Danish power market and power598

system data to model the stochastic nature of uncertain parameters such as599

production and consumption forecast errors and generation and transmission600

component availabilities.601

To perform this assessment, we developed a stochastic simulator to quan-602

tify the reserve requirements necessary to operate the power systems with603
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a designed reliability level (measured by the expected amount of load not604

served, ELNS, and chosen according to ENTSO-E recommendations). The605

accuracy of the developed simulator has been validated by comparing its606

results with the ELNS computed based on real imbalance measurements in607

West Denmark in 2015 and 2016.608

A Monte Carlo Simulation model is developed and applied to quantify609

the capacity of required energy storage system in a distribution network610

with dispatch-by-design operation capability as a function of the capacity611

of controlled stochastic DG. Once the amount of regulating power and re-612

quired storage capacity are obtained for each case, we quantified the amount613

of regulating power that can be saved by a given installed storage capacity.614

Then we performed an economical comparison of power reserve versus stor-615

age. The former evaluated by using a cost model adapted from the existing616

literature, while the latter is quantified by referring to recent assessments of617

electrochemical storage costs. The results show that 1) large scale deploy-618

ment of BESSs under dispatch-by-design architecture of distribution network619

is a viable technical solution to address flexibility requirements of power sys-620

tems and 2) this solution is economically viable with a pay-back time in the621

range of 11-14 years (depends on deployment schemes) compared to provid-622

ing flexibilities from conventional power plants. Note that the life time of623

commercialized BESSs is 20 years which is much higher than the pay-back624

range.625
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